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Once again, it is CZSG Mail Sale time. With
it, a basic question comes to me. I am befuddled
by the fact that we have nearly 900 members,
yet we receive bid sheets from only 250 or so
people each year, and not all of the bidders are
members. The approximately 50 people who
submit material must be members, but anyone
is permitted to bid. In other words, only between a quarter and a third of our members
participate in these Sales, as buyers, sellers, or
both. My question is, "What keeps more members from participating?" I know that I have
asked this question before, but it still confounds
me. (Of course, I am no fool. As more bid sheets
mean more work for the person 'running the
sale, 250 bidders is fine when I run it, but we
need more bidders when either George Stilwell
or Dick Salz is at the helm!)
Now you might reasonably ask why the number ofbidders might concern me. There are two
reasons. First, the Mail Sales are the major way
that we raise funds to support our organization's
other activities. Regular dues go mainly toward
publishing and mailing The Canal Zone Philatelist. Amounts sent by contributing and sustaining members above their regular dues and
the $2500 to $5000 raised each year for the
CZSG by the Mail Sales are the two sources
responsible for funding the publications that
we are able to underwrite and distribute to
members. Thus, the fmancial success of the
Mail Sales is essential to the ability of our
organization to carry out its stated purpose.
What hurts the income generated by the
CZSG Mail Sale the most is any lot that goes
back to the original owner as "NB," or no bid.
Each such lot produces nothing but expenses to
the CZSG, including both the costs of having it
included in the sale catalogue and the costs of
returning it to the owner. To illustrate, consider
two lots each of which has a catalogue value of
$100. Say that lot A attracts 25 bidders, with
bids of$80, $70, on down to $26 and $24. Lot 8
garners no bids. The top two bids determine the
selling price oflot A. It will be $75, one increment over the second highest bidder. Thus the
second highest bidders are very important to
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Some Canal Zone stamps show consistent
small dots of color that arise during the process
by which the plates were prepared. They do not
constitute rare varieties. Instead, they can be
found on stamps from nearly all positions printed
from that particular plate. Because many Canal Zone stamps were printed from only one
plate, most copies of a particular stamp will
show these dots, though their location may lead
to a fraction of the dots being removed by the
perforations. For some Canal Zone stamps that
were printed by more than one plate, these
layout dots, as they are properly called, may
exist on copies from only some of the plates.
As background, layout dots, as described in
the Encyclopedia of Plate Varieties on U.S.
Bureau-Printed Postage Stamps by Loran C.
French (Bureau Issues Association, Inc., 1979),
"are scribed on the plate blank by the
siderographer to determine exactly where to
position each impression of the transfer. If
these ... dots are not burnished off by the plate
finisher or are not covered by the design itself,
they show on the printed paper."
French's book deals with plate varieties on
U.S. stamps issued by the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing. He indicates the existence of
layout dots that were not removed on several
plates used for U.S. Scott number 803. This
stamp was used to produce the provisional
fractional overprints that became Canal Zone
Scott number 118. Because this stamp went
through several printings of the overprint and
a large number of different plates were used,
tracking down a large enough portion of a sheet
bearing each plate numberto determine whether
layout dots remain has proved difficult, and the
status of the search on 118 will only be described briefly at the end of this report. Instead,
the article will focus on those issues prepared
for use exclusively in the Canal Zone by the
Bureau, as nearly all plates that may potentially exhibit layout dots have been checked and
the results can be described in detail.
Where are these dots likely to be found?
Generally, the locations are characteristic of
the layout of the stamps on the full plate. For
stamps printed from 400-subject plates (20x20)
in a vertical format (by which is meant that the
stamp is taller than it is wide), such as Scott
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numbers 105-6, 108-114, 117, 136-140, and
142-145, the layout dots, when they are present,
lie above the top frame line and closer to the left
side than to the right. The exact location for
each issue is shown in Table 1that accompanies
this article, but a representative
example is
shown in Fig. 1. This illustrates the layout dots
on a plate number block of the 5 cent Stevens,
Scott #139. Nine layout dots are visible on this
block. These dots are in the same color as the
basic stamp, as they must be if they are layout
dots. They are very small and, though they can
be made out by the naked eye, they are more
readily visible with the aid of a magnifying
glass. One can be seen above each stamp in the
top row located above the space between the
letters 0 and H in JOHN and visible between
the perforation holes. Three more can be seen
above the stamps in the second row in the
corresponding locations, and three additional
dots are evident on the perf tips below the three
stamps in the bottom row in locations appropriate for the next row of stamps in the pane. This
block is unusual in that so many of the layout
dots show. More commonly, they are "punched
out" by the perforations on approximately half
the stamps. As these dots tend to be roughly
halfway between adjacent stamps, better centered panes are less likely to have all the layout
dots visible than are poorly centered panes.
Before too many readers become skeptical
and think this writer is seeing spots before his
(Continued on page 19)

Meeting Notice
There will be a national meeting of the
CZSG at 1 PM on Sunday, September 2,
1990 at the BALPEX show to be held at
the Hunt Valley Inn, 245 Shawan Rd.,
Hunt Valley, Md., which is north of Baltimore. The CZSG will be acting as a
participating society in sponsoring this
show, and has guaranteed a large number of frames of Canal Zone material in
the exhibit. Awards sponsored by the
CZSG will be introduced at the CZSG
meeting held at this show. Please plan to
attend if you can.
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Auctions
by Gilbert N. Plass
Although there was not a large number of
Canal Zone stamps offered at auction during
the past quarter, there were several very rare
and interesting items. In the following listing
all items are unused and in very fine condition
unless mentioned otherwise. Catalogue valuations are in a state of chaos with some auctioneers still using the 1988 Scott, others the 1989,
and still others the 1990. As one auctioneer
states, he is surrendering, as his 1988 Scott
catalogues are completely worn out and he has
to change to the 1990 issues. We will all have to

return to the 1990 (or current) catalogues eventually for this same reason and, if everyone is
using the same standard, we can at least make
sensible comparisons between stamps. Forthis
reason I have tried to change all catalogue
valuations given here to the 1990 catalogue.
These are supposed to be net price valuations
and it has already been demonstrated for the
rarer stamps that these prices are too low, as
sales are taking place at higher prices. In the
following list the auction realization is given
first, followed by the 1990 catalogue price. As
this listing involved at least a dozen different
catalogues, I may not have changed all the
catalogue valuations, so please bear with me
while I change to this system.
Scott No.1, used, $350 ($400) Ivy
3a, ovp. inverted, on cover, $650 ($500+) Siegel
7, b1. of 4, nh, $650 ($700) Fox
32a, vert. pair, imperf. btw., $1000 ($800) Fox
56a, db1. ovp., $325 ($350) Fox
58, hr, f-vf, $250 ($250) Bartlett
62a, ovpt. reading down, sm. thin, $50 ($80)
Bartlett
71e, booklet pane of6, $100 ($125) Bartlett
80, lh, vf, $140 ($65) Ivy
84b, ZONE CANAL, $220 ($225) Ivy
91c, ZONE CANAL, single with pI. no., $350
($200) Fox
95, lh, $121 ($100) Phil stamps
157 a, Thatcher Bridge omitted (silver omitted),
$6000 ($9000) Siegel
C2, $120 ($85) Fox
COl4a, inverted Ovp., used CTO, perfs. close,
$1100 ($1200) Siegel
J3,$750($500)Fox
J17a, db1. ovp.,$350 ($400) Fox
Jl7b in pro with normal, $350 ($438) Fox
08,used,$400($650)Fox
U3, sm. crease in flap, $725 ($1000) Siegel
UF1a, $1200 ($1500) Siegel
UXla, db1. surch., minor soiling and sm. flaw,
$950 ($1500) Siegel
UX5, $1000 ($1100) Siegel
UX5, used, $650 ($700) Siegel
UX6, trop. spotting, $725 ($1000) Siegel
UX2a, db!. ovp., glue stain at LL, $946 ($1750)
Philstamps
Addresses of above auctioneers: Aubrey
Bartlett, Inc., 49 Geary, Suite 225, San Francisco, CA 94108; William A. Fox., 676 Morris
Ave., Springfield, NJ 07081; Steve Ivy Philatelic Auctions, Inc., Heritage Plaza, Highland
Park Village,
Dallas,
TX 75205-2788;
Philstamps, 4795 Maripose Dr., San Bernardino,
CA 92404; Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries,
Inc., 160 E. 56th St., New York, NY 10022.
Auctioneers, please send catalogues with
prices realized to Gilbert N. Plass, Box 9973,
College Station, TX 77842.

"Chargres" General
Delivery Postmark
by L.P. Entwistle
No, there's no "typo" in the heading! How
would you like to find among your covers one
with a scarce Canal Zone post office marking
with the name of the office misspelled in a
General Delivery double circle. One of our oldtimers found this - Elmer Brink. He wrote me
18

with a photocopy of the cover and stated that
the censored air mail envelope, mailed from
Santa Ana, El Salvador, in 1943, was given to
him by the recipient who lived at Chagres and
worked for Elmer.
This marking is really interesting because
only two other spelling errors are known on
postal markings from the Canal Zone: One a
double circle REGISTERED from Pedro Miguel
with C.C. instead of C.Z., and the other an APO
838 with SERIVCE instead of SERVICE. Now
we have CHARGRES! (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Chagres misspelled
To add a bit more gest, this is only the second
dating stamp inscribed General Delivery, the
other being from Balboa of which only a few
examples have been recorded.
All postal marking from Chagres are scarce.
The post office was established on April 6, 1942,
to serve a new settlement for "Silver" employees in connection with the construction of the
Third Locks Project. The Project was canceled
due to World War II and the post office terminated businessonJune 30, 1944. Thus, it worked
about 26 months; however, during the first four
months it had no postmarking devices and mail
was sent to Gatun for canceling.
Many of the workers who lived at Chagres
were recruited from EI Salvador, Colombia,
and Jamaica and this may account for the
scarcity of covers and postmarks, but cacheted
philatelic covers also exist.
I thank Elmer Brink for sharing his good
fortune with all those interested in Canal Zone
postal markings.

Shifted Overprints
On CO Stamps
In the first quarter 1990 issue of The Philatelist, (Wh. No. 94) I discussed the significant
upward shift of the overprint on four copies of
C07 in my collection. To date, there has been
one submission to me of other copies of this
variety. Tom Saathoff was kind enough to photocopy some of the stamps from his collection
showing similar shifts. He has six copies of
C07, and it would appear that at least four of
these stamps come from three or four different
sheets of this value in addition to the four that
must have been issued to account for the four
copies in my collection! This still does not explain the reason for the shift, nor does it account
for its appearance being limited in this drastic
form to this one value. Tom also provided a
handful of other values that show a noticeable
upward shift, but only two copies of CO 1, which
appear to be from the same sheet, even approach the degree of shift of the least radical
copy of C07 illustrated in my previous article.
I would appreciate anyone with examples of
radical shifts of CO overprint photocopying
these stamps and forwarding them to me.
R.A. Reisinger

Layout Dots

and 148, the layout dot, when present, is in the
margin to the right of the stamp and towards
the top. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, which
shows a misperforated copy of #148. As with
C25a, the absence of perforations between the
stamps makes it easy to see the layou t dot. The
first permanent airmail series provides valuable information about which Canal Zone
stamps are likely to have visible layout dots,
and which had them removed, assuming they
were there in the first place. The original denominations in this series (C7, C9, C10, Cll,
C13, and C14) were issued in November 1931,
and were printed from plates 123574-9 on which
no layout dots are visible. Because C9, Cll,
C13, and C14 were printed only with the original plate, no layout dots occur on any copies of
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eyes, a quickcheckofCanal Zone Stamps byG N.
Plass, G. Brewster, and R.H. Salz provides
several photographs that show these dots quite
clearly, and these photos have been there for all
to see. The most dramatic of these is found on
page 220, where Fig. 16.32 clearly shows a dot
midway between the two stamps in this pair
that is imperforate vertically, C25a. On imperforate pairs, where no perfholes can remove the
dot, these layou t dots stand out distinctly. They
can also be seen to the right of the design on
stamps in Figs. 16.17, 16.20, 16.22, 18.15, 18.20,
and 18.27.
For stamps produced from 400 subject panes
with the stamps in a horizontal format (mean-

vember 1957) are likely to have visible layout
dots. Those issued before 1941 or after 1957 do
not. Only one issue beside C7 has one plate from
before this range that shows no layout dots, and
one from within this range that shows layout
dots. This is #112 (123711: no, but 165887: yes),
though the situation with C 10 is unclear as the
two later plates which are in the range where
layout dots occur do not, based on only a few
observations, seem to exhibit them. In the case
of#112 and C7, the existence of a layout dot on
a given copy of the stamp establishes that it
came from the later plate; the absence of the dot
on a single copy is not conclusive that it came
from the early plate because the perforation or
centering could have removed the dot or the
stamp could be from one of the small number of
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Fig.!. Layout dots on #139.
ing wider than they are tall) such as from the
wing and globe air mail series C21-C26, the
layout dots, as shown in Fig. 2, are usually in
the side margin closer to the top than the
bottom. The block in this figure shows the
layout dots to the left of the left column of
stamps, between each horizontal pair, and to
the right of each of the bottom two stamps in the
right vertical strip of three. The dot to the right
of the upper right stamps in this block appears
to have been removed by the perforations. Curiously, one issue in this series (C21) has the
layout dot near the bottom, rather than near
the top of the stamp, as shown in Fig. 3. As this
stamp has the plate number (162159) which
lies in the middle of the sequence of numbers
used for this series (162151-4 and 162159162162), this difference in location is all the
more curious. Perhaps the siderographer in
this case was different than for the others in
this series.
For stamps oflarger size issued in a horizontal format, such as the first permanent air mail
series (C6-C14),andcommemoratives
141, 147,

Fig. 2. Layout dots on #C26.

them. But C7 was later printed from a second
plate (159148), and this later plate shows layout dots. Thus C7 is very unusual in that those
copies printed from the original plate will not
show layout dots, while those printed from the
second plate generally do. Further, most copies
of C01 have the overprint for official use applied to stamps from the earlier plate, and are
without layout dots. But at least some copies of
CO 1 are from the later plate and have a layout
dot, as evidenced by Fig. 18.15 in Canal Zone
Stamps. Copies ofC08 are without layout dots.
Those stamps in the first permanent airmail
series issued later (C6, C8, and C12) all show
layout dots, though forC8 the location of the dot
is slightly different for the first plate used
(158092) versus the trio (160287-9) used later.
In the case ofC10, the first plate (123576) does
not show layout dots, and no copies have been
found from the two plates used later (147635-6)
that do, though full panes of these stamps have
not been checked.
Plates numbered between 146100 (J29, issued April 1941) and 166378 (148, issued No19

positions that, for some plates, seem to lack the
dot even though the majority of positions show
them.
This leads to the next major questions to
answer. First, are the dots present on all subjects from a plate that shows layout dots and are
they always in the same position? And second,
what are the essential characteristics necessary to establish that something is a layout dot?
Addressing the second question first, the
layout dot must bein the same color as the basic
stamp, and it must be present in the same
location for all copies from the same position
printed from the same plate. Moreover, if the
layout dots were distributed throughout the
plate, they should be in nearly exactly the same
place for each position on the plate. The delimiter "nearly" allows for small variation in location when the dots were originally entered on
the plate. Unless a deliberate attempt is made
to locate the dot differently, however, only very
small variation should be present. Figure 5
illustrates what may be a layout dot in a much
(Continued on page 20)
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different position. This block of Scott #145 is
from the top left comer of an upper left sheet.
Two layout dots are clearly visible on the UR
and LR stamps above the upper frame line and
above but slightly to the right of the first A in
CANAL. No layout dots can be seen in the
corresponding locations on the UL or LL stam p.
In the case of the LL stamp, it is possible the
layout dot has been removed by the perforations. But careful measurements indicate that
this is unlikely, though it would be on the very
edge of the hole made in perforating the stamps.
The dot clearly is missing from the UL stamp.
There is, however, a dot in the correct color,
somewhat smaller, above the upper left corner
of the UL stamp, and the same distance above
the upper frame line. Is this an indication that
the layout dot on this position is in a slightly
diITerent position than for all the other positions? A definitive answer to this question requires that the dot be observed on many blocks
from this position, an d that it not be found to be
missing on any copies from this position unless
it is clear that it is removed by the perforations.
This block does lead into the answer to the
first question. It appears that there are positions on the plates that have layout dots on
which the layout dots are absent. Examination
of several sheets and larger blocks of C8 with
plate number 158092 has yet to show any layout dots on the top row of upper panes. Apparently, layout dots were not used to position the
entries along the top row of this plate. Further
study is required to establish whether this
observation is consistent for other stamps in
this format. The absence of layout dots on top
rows of some panes makes determining the
existence or absence of layout dots from top
plate number blocks alone risky, particularly in
the case of stamps like # 118 and # 119 printed
from rotary press plates for which the plate
number blocks are only blocks of four from the
corners of each sheet. Likewise, the block shown
in Fig. 5 seems to establish that layout dots may
be absent from the first vertical column, though
it is risky to conclude that as fact without
testing the hypothesis against many more copies from these positions. A second place on
plates where layout dots may appear to be
absent is along the guidelines that were used to
separate the 400 subject plates into four panes
of 100 stamps each, or plates of 200 into four
panes of 50 in the case of larger stamps. The
layout dots are often visible as bulges along
these guidelines.
Finally, some preliminary co=ents
about
nu mbers 118 and 119 are provided. A full determination for these stamps is more daunting
than for other Canal Zone stamps, because the
very large number of diITerent plates that were
overprinted requires locating and scrutinizing
a large number of panes or large pieces with
plate numbers. This tedious step is particularly
important to demonstrate the absence oflayout
dots. To date, the following plate numbers have
been established to have layout dots: # 118 plates
21885,21888,.22470,22898,
and 22899; #119
plates 21877, 21881, 22876. The dots are located to the right of the stamp, evenly spaced
between the two adjacent stamps, and slightly
below the middle of the final S in STATES, as
can be seen in Figs. 13.76 and 13.78 in Canal
Zone Stamps. And the following plates have
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Fig. 3. Layout dots on #C21.

Fig. 4. Layout dots on misperfed #148.
been determined to be without layout dots:
# 118 plates 21887 and 22471;#119 plates 21879,
21934, and 22079. That still leaves a combined
total of20 plates to be checked carefully. In this
case, sheets that have not been overprinted are
just as useful as those that have been.
Thanks are oITered to those who contributed
or offered encouragement, notably Dick Salz,
Bob Karrer, Bob Reisinger, and a dealer whose
name is forgotten at NAPEX. His comments are
worth conveying to the reader, as they indicate
that a knowledge of the way things are made,
like these inconspicuous layout dots, can be
very usefu 1.While observing this writer examining with great care multiples of seemingly
very co=on Canal Zone stamps (and probably
having been exposed previously to CZcollectors
who pore over stock looking for the minutiae
that makes Canal Zone collecting distinctive),
he asked what was worth looking for. The reply
of "layout dots" did not bring from him a retort
with an "Oh no, not another foolish variety to
worry about." Instead he wanted to see where
they were, encouraged a careful look through
everything that he had, and proceeded to tell
about the important role a layout dot plays in
(Continued on page 21)
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Fig. 5. Layout dots and possible layout
dot on #145.
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authenticating the U.S. inverted airmail stamp
C3a. There is a blue layout dot that exists in
conjunction with each airplane in the center of
this stamp. C3a's are sometimes faked by cutting out the blue plane from the middle of the
stamp, then reattaching it (or another) in inverted configuration. But when that is done,
the blue layout dot does not move as it should on
the true invert. Though these Canal Zone layout dots do not involve material with the impact
of a C3a, they too have an important story to
tell.
Finally, to those to whom this writer had
promised to avoid excessive focus on flyspecks,
apologies are offered on this flyspeck to beat all
flyspecks article. But none of the leading Canal
Zone collectors with whom this writer spoke
knew about their existence. Moreover, others
considered these seemingly extraneous small
dots of ink in the same color as the stamp to be
flaws. So it seemed that this story about the
way plates were made needed to be told. Though
this article provides reasonably complete details about layout dots on Canal Zone stamps,
there is no question there is more to be done to
pin down remaininguncertainties.
Anyone who
has larger pieces of the stamps on which questions remain is encouraged to send details to
this writer so that this story can be as complete
as possible.
(Ed. Note: Layout dots have been found on
C27 to C31, at the top, and will be included in a
future article.)

the running of the sale, as they help to establish
the selling price. Lot A will bring a check to the
CZSG of$7 5, plus recovery of the cost of postage
to mail it out. In return, the CZSG will pay the
owner $67.50 ($75 less 10%) and will have only
the minimal expense of the fIrst class postage
used to send payment to the owner. (For simplicity, this treatment ignores the costs of producing the catalogue because they 1) are fixed
once the catalogue is produced, 2 ( are the same
whether or not the lot is sold, and 3) do not affect
the nature of this discussion. Of course, covering the costs of producing the catalogue and
running the Sale must bethe fIrst priority of the
Sale manager, as the CZSG cannot have the
Sale running a defIcit. We are not the Federal
Government!!) Thus lot A produces revenue of
$7.50 to offset costs and bolster our publication
funds.
Lot B on the other hand, only produces costs.
No revenue is generated, and the cost ofreturningthe lot to the owner will exceed $2 ifit is sent
insured and is the only one sent back to the
same owner.
Now what happens if one of those non-bidders kicks in with a bid sheet. If the new bidder
bids on lot A at a level equal to or less than the
current second high, it has no effect on the
selling price or the yield to the CZSG. If the bid
makes a new second high, such as $75, the
selling price of the lot is pushed up to $80,
increasing the yield to the CZSG by $0.50, and
the previous owner comes out better by $4.50.

TABLE 1: Position of layout dots of Canal Zone Stamps
Scott
#

112

Plate
Numbers

Margin
inwmch
located

Location
in
margin

Distance
from
frame lines

#160555
#160822
#160140
#123711
various
Bottom
Left
none
#160557
#158038
Left
#159908
#160558
#162191
#165141
#160556
#160141
#160139
4.8
1.2
4.1
1.4 mm
down,
1.3
mm
rightno layout dots found to date
Top
Top
Right
3.54.4
4.2
1.6
to 112.2
mm
up,
3.7
mmuncertain;
to right
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Even ifthis new bidder had bid $200, the effect
on the yield to the CZSG is not very large, as the
lot would sell for $85, which kicks in an additional $0.50 to the CZSG coffers. The moral of
this part of the story is that more bidders on
popular lots create excitement but do not increase significantly the amount raised by the
CZSG in running the sale, The big effect comes
if you get new bidders on lots with no bids.
Consider lot B. If the lowest two bidders on lot
A (who, as we have just seen, have no effect on
the yield to the CZSG had bid instead on lot B,
lot B would sell for $26. That will not only yield
$2.50 in commission to the CZSG, but it also
saves the approximately $2.50 to return the lot
to the owner. In other words there is a swing of
nearly $5, to say nothing of the annoyance
saved by not having to return the lot. And
everybody is usually happy. The buyer is happy
because he probably got a bargain. The CZSG is
happy because the lot produces income rather
than only gen"erating expenses. And the seller
is usually satisfIed. He did not get the price he
hoped for, but at least he did not get the lot
returned. Sometimes the seller will beunhappy
because he is convinced the lot is worth $70. In
that case, he should bid on the lot himself.
Owners are permitted to bid on their own lots in
our sale, but cannot set a minimum, or reserve.
As sellers, they pay 10%just like anyone else. In
this case, if the owner bid $60 to protect his
interest, he would buy the lot back at $28 (one
increment over the second high), and would pay
$2.80 to the CZSG for the privilege. Again, the
CZSG is better off because a commission is
generated and no cost of returning the lot is
incurred.
Thus it is in everyone's best interest to minimize the number of no bid lots. A suggestion to
send au t to all members a list of alllots on which
no bids have been received proves impractical
because 1) so many bid sheets are received on
the last day or two, 2) the expense of fIrst-class
postage is high, and 3) the closing of the sale will
be delayed considerably. Some groups (with
much less successful sales than ours) offer unsold lots with a minimum price in a second
round, but our all-volunteer Mail Sale crews
are quite anxious to avoid the added work
involved in doing so. By the closing, they are
pretty tired of running the Sale. Instead, I
would like to encourage each member to pick
out two or three lots (or more) on which to place
a bid, and hope that statistics will prevail and
some "NB" lots will get bids. There must be
something in the sale for almost everyone . Note
that these do not have to be expensive lots,just
ones that you can use.
The second reason the number of non-bidding members concerns me is that I wonder if
we are failing to address the interests of some
signifIcant.fraction of our members. This question is not so easy to answer, though we do try
to provide as wide a mix of material as possible.
Should anyone have any thoughts or ideas to
contribute on this subject, I would appreciate
hearing them.

The material excavated from the Canal
would fill a dirt train long enough to
extend around the earth four times. This
dirt would build a Chinese wall 2500
miles long.
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MISSING"

ERROR

CANAL ZONE #157a
Only One Pane of 50 Stamps Found (By H.E.
Harris Of Boston). A Plate No. Strip Of 10 &
Several Blocks Of Four Are Still Intact. So Probably No More Than 32 Copies Available As
Singles.
1990 Scott Specialized Catalog.
$9000
We Offer Extremely Fine Mint
OG, NH-Net-$6,500
What Elae Do You Need in Canal Zone Or Other
U.S. P08&essiona?
Satislaction
Or Immediate Refund. Gladly Sent On
Approval With References. Installment Payment
Terms if Desired
(No Interest or Carrying

Charges)

JACK E. MOLESWORTH,
APS
CSA
BIA

INC.

66 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02106
Phone: (617)523-2522

CZSG
ARA
EPS

CANAL ZONE
Comprehensive Stock Including
singles, plate blocks, FDC's, FFC's,
B.O.B., stationery, covers and
collateral material.
Send for Free Detailed List
Wants Lists Serviced

Notes

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

f.

g.

h.
i.

Measurements
are made from the upper left corner of the design for stamps with
the layout dot in the top margin, and from the upper right hand comer of the
design for those in the right margin.
Proposed CZSG numbers are shown following the scheme in Canal Zone Stamps by G.
N. Plass, G. Brewster, and R.H. Salz only for issues where the layout dots on some but
not all plates create an identifiable variety, or where layout dots are in different_positions_
on different plates.
The second plate number used on #112 makes it impossible for copies of 06 with layout
dot to occur.
All copies of #139 overprinted for official use as 09 can exist with a layout dot.
Some copies of C7 overprinted for official use as COI have layout dots and are assigned
proposed CZSG number C01.3.
All plates ofC8 may have been overprinted for official use as COI4, but that has not been
confirmed. Plate numbers were removed prior to overprinting, so determination must be
made from location of layout dot on copies of CO 14.
The identification oflayout dot location for plates 160287 -9 used for C8 is incomplete, and
the assignment shown in this table is tentative.
If these plates used to print ClO are found to have layout dots, copies will be assigned
proposed CZSG number ClO.2. If copies with layout dots exist and were overprinted for
official use, they will be assigned C03.3.
All copies ofC12 overprinted for official use as C05 and as COll can exist with a layout
dot.

BOOK REVIEW
by David L. Farnsworth and
Robin K. Ritter
La Controversia del Canal de Panama, by Paul
B. Ryan (Editores Asociados Mexicanos, S.A.,
Angel Urraza 1322, Mexico 12, D.F.; 1979)
(ISBN 968-409-056-0), 287 pages, paperbound.
This is a literal translation of Captain Ryan's
The Panama Canal Controversy: U.S. Diplomacy and Defense Interests, which was reviewed in Whole Number 73. The English language edition, which is still in print, remains a

good representative
of the anti-treaty viewpoint held by many at the time of the negotiations in 1977. The book under review is essentially the same book in Spanish. A faithful
translation was done by Ma. Elisa Moreno
Canalejas.
The figures are the same in both versions.
The footnotes have been moved to the end of
each chapter in the Spanish edition, and the
index is missing. More interestingly, the second
half of the original title, that which follows the
colon, is missing. Otherwise, the books are the
same. You might want to brush up on your
Spanish with this one; the "translation" to
English to help you along still costs just $6.95.
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C&HSTAMPS
P.O. Box 324
Syracuse, NY 13209
Phone (315) 488-0136
CZSG
APS
USPPS

WANTED
Blocks of Scott Canal Zone #68 and 69
overprinted Coat of Arms sheet stamps
mint or used
2 (or more) stamps horizontal
by 3 (or more) stamps vertical
with selvage at the top.
Send photocopyand price to:
S. Frank (CZSG 1880), cio MITRE Corp.
Box 208, Bedford, MA 01730
617-271·3718 (home) 508-692-8682 (work)

PIPEX'90
A meeting of the CZSG was held on May 26th
in Portland, OR, at PIPEX, the annual show of
the Northwest Federation of Stamp Clubs. Len
Lukens organized and chaired the meeting.
Tom Saathoff showed picture post cards of the
Canal, and Larry Weinstock showed a collection of registered mail backstamps and led a
discussion about fakes. Ernest Vetter, Harry
Heislein, and guest AI Neff joined in the discussion. Plans were made for a CSZG meeting next
year at PIPEX, which will be held in Seattle.
Harry P. Heislein, Jr.
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